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Abstract: The global aim of the proposal is to evaluate the utility and effective of hyperoxygenation water against 

hepatocellular carcinoma ( HCC ) and introducing unique technique for treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma 

through reoxygenation of tumor by dissolved oxygen in water and increasing alkalinity and also testing against 

viruses specific corona virus and c virus  
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

The solid tumors contain region at very low concentrations of oxygen (hypoxia)often surrounding areas of necrosis .the 

presence of the inse hypoxia regions in human tumors was postulated by Thomblinson and Gray some 50 years ago based 

on their observations of the distribution of necrosis relative to blood vessels it was known at that time hypoxic cells were 

resistant to killing by ionizing radiation and chemotherapy so increasing of oxygen supply can optimize the penetration of 

the conventional chemotherapeutic agents and hence improve its delivery to the tumor to tissue this makes  the tumor 

much more sensitive to treatment with conventional chemotherapy and radiotherapy 

Aim of the work 

The global aim of this proposal is to evaluate the utility and effective of hyper oxygenated water against hepatocellular 

carcinoma (HCC) in rats and introducing unique  technique for treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma through re 

oxygenation of tumors by dissolved oxygen in water and increasing alkalinity 

and also testing against viruses specific Corona virus and C virus 

2.   MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Starting propagation and storage of cell cultures from frozen cells. after 24 hours cells were examined by inverted 

microscope and sub-culture as necessary  

Animals used. 80 of adult albino rats of wester strain of 130--150 g from animal house  unit of National research center  -

Egypt  and  they were kept under the same hygienic conditions and fed with standard laboratory food and water  

Available facilities 

Equipments for cell cultures lab. 2 inverted microscope. Inverted microscopes with digital camera. Cooling centrifuge. 

Carbon dioxide incubator. Small liquid nitrogen tank . 3 laminars air flow type 2 .Autoclave. Oven up to 300 degree 

centigrade . 4 digit decimal balance. Ultra deep freeze (-70). Elisa reader variable wave length. Air curtain  .  

Diethyl Nitroso amine was used for induced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in rats  

Cell lines also done in National research center in Cairo, Egypt. 
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3.   DISCUSSION 

Chronic hypoxia postulated by Tomlinson and Gray. acute hypoxia could also occurs by temporary obstruction or variable 

blood flow in the tumor vessels since that several investigators have demonstrated unequivocally that the extent of tumor 

hopoxia has a negative impact on the ability of radiotherapy and chemotherapy to locally control tumors because of the 

resistance of hypoxic cells to killing by radiation or chemotherapy. Hypoxic cells are also considered to be resistant to 

most anticancer drugs for several reasons first hypoxic cells are distant from blood vessels and as a result are not 

adequately exposed to some types of anti cancer drugs. Second cellular proliferation decrease as a function of distance 

from blood vessels an effect that is at least partially due to hypoxia. 

Third  hypoxia selects for cells that have lost sensitivity to P53 - mediated apoptosis which might lessen sensitivity to 

some anti cancer agents.Fourth. the action of anti cancer agents resembles that of radiation of in that oxygen increases that 

cytotoxicity of the DNA lessions they cause. Fifth. hypoxia upregulated genes involved in drugs resistance including 

genes encoding P - glycoprotein these cleare links between hypoxia and intrinsic resistance to chemotherapy and 
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radiotherapy treatments also hypoxia can compromise cure ability of tumors by surgery. Therefore hypoxia has a key 

negative role in tumor prognosis both because it causes resistance to standard therapies and because it promotes a more 

malignant phenotypes for these reasons. Tumor hypoxia could be potentially exploitable  in cancer therapy up to date. 

Accordingly we tried in these work to reduce the hypoxic environment inside the tumor tissues using certain 

concentrations of oxygen dissolved in water this dissolved oxygen when reached to the tumor cells will result in 

oxygenation of the hypoxic areas in the tumor core  and therefore promotes Cancer cells death. additional. These increase 

oxygen supply can optimize the penetration of conventional chemotherapy and radiotherapy agents and hence improve its 

delivery to the tumor tissues these maje the tumor much more sensitive to treatment with conventional chemotherapy and 

radiotherapy. and also cancer cells increasing and spread by increasing acidity so by increasing alkalinity by using 

carbonate or bicarbonate we could obtain more positive results  to destroy Cancer cells 

4.   THE RESULTS 

The results which obtained on cells lines and animals experiments (Rats) invitro  and invivo experiments. Confirmed that 

percentage of treatment hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)in between 84% to 90% in stage 1 and 2 but in between 30% to 

50% in stage 3 and 4 for 40 days treatment and toxicological studies confirmed that no gross acute or chronic 

toxicological signs were observed and no side effects 

5.   CONCLUSION 

It has been clinically demonstrated that the spread or metastasis of cancer cells is inversely proportional to the amount of 

oxygen around cancer cells the more oxygen the slower Cancer cells spread. the less oxygen the faster cancer cells spread. 

If cancer cells get enough oxygen they will die because cancer cells are an aireobic cells. also cancer cells spread in acidic 

medium  so by providing cancer cells by oxygen dissolved in water and increasing alkalinity by carbonate or bicarbonate 

that not only slow down the spread of cancer cells but also also kills cancer cells and also the results obtained for 

destroyed C virus about 60%to 70% and destroyed Corona virus  from about 50% to 60% 
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